The beauty of northern Indiana dazzles the senses in this sunset photo looking across St. Mary's Lake at Carroll Hall. The hazy colors of the sky reflected in the water speak for themselves.

**Police, students discuss OC problems**

**By SHARON HEGG Staff Reporter**

Student government representatives met with police officials, members of the neighborhood housing services (NHS), and off-campus students yesterday at the Northeastern Neighborhood Center to discuss the increasing tensions between Notre Dame students and the South Bend community.

The discussion centered around the topics of off-campus parties, position of the police and South Bend residents with respect to these parties, and off-campus crime.

Don Montanaro, student body vice president, opened the meeting by saying that on campus the issue is drunk driving and the issue off-campus is to establish some sort of working relationship.

**Israel calls prisoner swap baseless**

Associated Press

JERUSALEM - The Israeli government said Thursday that reports of a secret deal to swap Arab prisoners held in Israel for foreign hostages in Lebanon was completely baseless.

The statement was in an affidavit given the Supreme Court as sworn testimony by Attorney Yona Blatman’s fidavit said. It apparently responded to a report Wednesday in the Davar newspaper that cited Israeli and U.S. sources in Washington as saying Israel and the United States were negotiating a package deal, involving the International Committee of the Red Cross, to free all foreign hostages in Lebanon.

The affidavit indicated Israel was working to bring home its servicemen from Lebanon, including an airman held by the Lebanese militia Amal.

"It is natural that we cannot in this statement relate to the details of the efforts being undertaken to redeem our captives," the affidavit said. Officials have indicated there are ongoing contacts with the International Red Cross on missing soldiers.

In an interview Thursday with NBC's Today Show, Cabinet minister Moshe Arens said the government distinguished between negotiations to free foreign hostages and captured Israeli soldiers.

"We’ve drawn the line in the past...between people who’ve been taken off the street and Israeli servicemen who have fallen into captivity in the line of duty," Arens said.

**Construction set to begin on new women's dorms**

By CAROLYN GILLESPIE Staff Reporter

Construction of two new women's dorms will begin in two weeks between the Memorial Library and the Pasquerillas. The two dorms, which will house approximately 500 women, will not be ready for occupancy until the fall of 1988.

With the exception of larger chapels, the new dorms will essentially be identical to the Pasquerillas, which also house 500 women, according to Director of the Physical Plant Don Dedrick.

The increase in the number of women admitted to Notre Dame will be gradual four year change starting in the fall of 1967. Following the construction of the new dorms and the conversion of Howard other than the bathrooms. The renovations to Howard "are essentially

**Individuals detain 13 protestors in demonstration**

Associated Press

MOSCOW - Security agents beat protesters and used snowplows to drive them off a Moscow street Thursday, the fourth day of rallies seeking the release of Jewish activist Josef Begun.

Police briefly detained 14 people, including Begun's wife and son. The agents, who wore civilian clothes, also roughed up Western reporters and television crews covering the protest, which drew about 20 people at Moscow's Arbat shopping mall.

Foreign Ministry spokesman Gennady Gerasimov later told reporters that young toughs, not security agents, were responsible for breaking up the protest.

However, it was clear at the scene that the plainclothesmen were not teen-age vigilantes. They were well-organized and backed by uniformed police and snowplows. All of those detained - seven at the protest site and six on their way there - were released after a few hours. Six were fined $77 for "petty hooliganism." Police also briefly detained a Western correspondent.

The protesters, many of them Jews, had been gathering daily at the Arbat mall since Monday. They demand be allowed to emigrate and call for the release of Begun, a Hebrew teacher who was sentenced in October 1983 to seven years in prison for "anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda."

Authorities did not interfere with the demonstrations on Monday and Tuesday, but on Wednesday plainclothes agents shoved the protesters off Arbat Square.

On Thursday, the demonstrators lined up along one side of the brick-paved mall which runs through one of Moscow's oldest districts. Within minutes, they were surrounded by about 50 plainclothesmen.

A small snowplow began circling the demonstrators, forcing them to move back and forth across the mall.

Authorities later used that snow plow and a larger one to herd the protesters off the square. Men in plainclothes walked with them, attacking

**Authors discuss student protests**

see STUDENTS, page 6

see PROTEST, page 6
In Brief

College drug testing programs are focusing on the wrong drug, says a University of Kansas survey. The study of 120 National Collegiate Athletic Association trainers showed that alcohol is the drug most abused by athletes, but it's the drug least tested for. Part of the problem is that many athletes refuse to be tested only during or shortly after consumption. - The Observer

Swarms of bees escaped from their hives inside a hospital wall attacking patients, killing a partially paralyzed man and stinging more than 70 people, authori-
ties said Thursday. The attack occurred Wednesday at the outpatient clinic of Pretoria's H.F. Verwoerd Hospi-
tal, a whites-only facility, when firemen were trying to dislodge the bees with insecticide. The man killed by the bees, Jurgens Barnard, 48, was receiving treatment for a partially paralyzed leg, hospital officials said. Two women who were attacked were admitted to the hospital and listed in satisfactory condition. - Associated Press

Arale, white Bengal tiger suffering kidney damage, died at the Houston Zoo, an official said. The 3-year-old tiger, named Indiana Jones, had been separated from his mate, a 7-year-old male, since he was just a bright young star. A personal friend of mine, partly because they thought it would make them fertile. This is one of the lesser known of the Valentine's Day trivia facts, and not a romantic fact at that. And just where did valentine cards get their origin? Geoffrey Chaucer universalized the exchanging of valentines in his work, "The Parliament of Fowls," in 1382. He wrote, "For this was Saint Valentine's Day, when every fowl comes there to choose his mate." In the English and Italian Valentine's Day customs, unmarried women rose before sunrise and stood by their windows, often for hours, until a man would pass by. The custom was that the first man they saw would marry them within 12 months.
The first valentines in the United States were created by Esther A. Howland, who admired a story about the love of St. Valentine, a priest who refused to sacrifice his love for his woman to the Roman Empire. Howland hired women to make the homemade valentines she had seen from England, and turned her venture into a $100,000-a-year enterprise.

Weather

Weather MC Thank you all for coming. I think we have a really good day for you today. I've known this day for you today. I've known this day since he was just a bright young star dawning on our horizon. Please reserve. A broadcast of the debate between Father James Burtchaell, and Daniel Maguire, on the morality of abortion, a whites-only facility, when firemen were trying to dislodge the bees with insecticide. The man killed by the bees, Jurgens Barnard, 48, was receiving treatment for a partially paralyzed leg, hospital officials said. Two women who were attacked were admitted to the hospital and listed in satisfactory condition. - Associated Press

Arare, white Bengal tiger suffering kidney damage, died at the Houston Zoo, an official said. The 3-year-old tiger, named Indiana Jones, had been separated from his mate, a 7-year-old male, since he was just a bright young star. A personal friend of mine, partly because they thought it would make them fertile. This is one of the lesser known of the Valentine's Day trivia facts, and not a romantic fact at that. And just where did valentine cards get their origin? Geoffrey Chaucer universalized the exchanging of valentines in his work, "The Parliament of Fowls," in 1382. He wrote, "For this was Saint Valentine's Day, when every fowl comes there to choose his mate." In the English and Italian Valentine's Day customs, unmarried women rose before sunrise and stood by their windows, often for hours, until a man would pass by. The custom was that the first man they saw would marry them within 12 months.
The first valentines in the United States were created by Esther A. Howland, who admired a story about the love of St. Valentine, a priest who refused to sacrifice his love for his woman to the Roman Empire. Howland hired women to make the homemade valentines she had seen from England, and turned her venture into a $100,000-a-year enterprise.

Valentine's Day deeper than its commercialism

Valentine's Day. Although some may argue that Valentine's Day was created by the entrepreneurs of Hallmark, PTD and Fanny May, its origins are much deeper rooted. The "saint" in St. Valentine's Day is often omitted. Saint Valentine is a martyr who was beheaded on Feb. 14, 269. Legend has it that he was a Roman priest who disobeyed Emperor Claudius II's orders and married young couples. St. Valentine is supposed to have loved children. He was imprisoned for not worshiping pagan gods. While in prison, the children tossed notes into his jail cell, thus the origin of the valentine. Another story attributes the valentine's origin to a farewell note St. Valentine wrote to the blind daughter of his jailer. He signed the letter "from your valentine."

The Valentine's Day celebration idea actually comes from the Roman pagan holiday Lupercalia. Lupercalia was a ritual that the Romans did to ensure protection from wolves.

Young men would strike women with strips of animal hide. Women would take the blows because they thought it would make them fertile. This is one of the lesser known of the Valentine's Day trivia facts, and not a romantic fact at that. And just where did valentine cards get their origin? Geoffrey Chaucer universalized the exchanging of valentines in his work, "The Parliament of Fowls," in 1382. He wrote, "For this was Saint Valentine's Day, when every fowl comes there to choose his mate." In the English and Italian Valentine's Day customs, unmarried women rose before sunrise and stood by their windows, often for hours, until a man would pass by. The custom was that the first man they saw would marry them within 12 months.

The first valentines in the United States were created by Esther A. Howland, who admired a story about the love of St. Valentine, a priest who refused to sacrifice his love for his woman to the Roman Empire. Howland hired women to make the homemade valentines she had seen from England, and turned her venture into a $100,000-a-year enterprise.

Today, Valentine's Day is one of the most profitable for the greeting card industry. Hallmark Cards, in 1986, had 13,000 employees worldwide who create more than 14,000 new designs a year, many of them valentines.

This Valentine's Day, the usual gifts of flowers, candy and cards are being replaced with innovative ideas such as Panty of the Month for women, and Briel of the Month for men. The lingerie is mailed in scented linen envelopes, for only $12.95 a month.

Of those traditional romantics who enjoy giving and receiving flowers, many women have entertained the idea of sending men flowers. How would the typical Domen react to a dozen red roses being sent to his room? According to the results of a poll by The Society of American Florists, as printed in USA Today, 91 percent of the 617 women they polled thought it was a good idea to send a man flowers. Now, I wonder what the results of the poll would be if they had polled men instead of women? And I wonder just how many of these women actually followed through on their impulses? Despite all the gifts, Valentine's Day remains one of the most controversial holidays. Those who have a special sweetheart for whom they can buy all of the well-publicized gifts, seem to enjoy contributing to the economic development of the greeting card, candy and flower industries. Those who are unattached, often make fun of Valentine's day as being just another play for the rich to get richer. Whatever happened to the simplistic days of fourth grade when you sent everybody, well almost everybody, in your class one of those tiny valentines that said "Be Mine" or "Kiss Me," and you always saved the one that said to my "special" valentine to someone who was worthy of it. Things just seemed much easier back then.

Kim Yuratovac
Day Chief

M.S. VALENTINE’S DAY DANCE
-a multicultural event at THEODORES
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*$2 minimum donation requested (go help MS)

"LEND A HEART TO MS"
Reagan proposes plan to cover illness costs

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Reagan proposed Thursday that Congress protect 30 million elderly Americans "from the worst fear of old age" by enacting insurance covering the devastating costs of catastrophic illness.

Overruling conservative opposition, Reagan recommended that the government cover all hospital and doctor expenses under Medicare after a patient had paid $2,000 out of his own pocket. The extra coverage would add $4.92 a month - $59 annually - to Medicare recipients' $17.90 monthly "Part B" premium.

The program, the result of more than a year's debate within the administration, would not cover long-term nursing home care or expenses such as prescription drugs and eye or dental care.

Reagan's announcement provided momentum for an issue that already has widespread backing on Capitol Hill.

"I think there is a very good chance of legislation," said White House spokesman Martin Fitzwater. "There will be a lively debate but I expect legislation to pass, and I think the Reagan plan will be the basis for that legislation."

Sen. David Durenberger, R-Minn., the ranking Republican on the Senate Finance Committee's health subcommittee, said, "This is by far a better way to protect themselves from catastrophic expenses . . . The most serious criticism that can be offered of this proposal is that it is far too little."

Led by Attorney General Ed-win Meese and the budget director, James Miller, conservatives had fought against the plan as it was being developed, arguing that it relied too much on the government and not enough on the health industry.

Heavy drinking varies widely between men and women

Associated Press

ATLANTA - Only about seven in 100 Americans consume two or more drinks a day, and such heavy and potentially harmful imbibing is much more likely among men and young people, a federal survey shows.

The national Centers for Disease Control reported Thursday the results of a telephone survey on drinking habits in 21 states and Washington, D.C. participants were asked in 1985 whether they averaged two or more drinks a day.

Only 7 percent of the 25,221 surveyed drank that much, leading the CDC to conclude that a level of two drinks a day is "higher than that experienced by the large majority of adults." But survey findings varied significantly when broken down by state, sex or age. More than 10 percent of the men surveyed had two drinks a day, compared to less than 3 percent of the women. In most states, heavy drinking declined noticeably with age. Residents of Illinois were as much as three times more likely to drink heavily than residents of Utah or North Dakota.

The CDC had surveyed several states in 1984, but researchers said the 1985 survey yielded the first solid results and they could not compare the two figures.

CDC researchers believe that most of the people averaging 60 drinks a month, or two a day, are actually drinking each and every day, said David Williamson, a specialist with the CDC's nutrition division.

"It's not clear which is more harmful, 60 drinks in a month on three days (or) consuming every day," he said.

"Heavy, heavy binging can be very harmful also.

"Although no absolute rule applies, people who average that kind of drinking are far more likely to suffer alcohol-related health problems, he said.

"If someone is chronically exposed over many years to this kind of alcohol consumption, their liver problems will be increased ... their risk of alcohol dependency tends to be raised," Williamson said.

Heavy drinking varies widely between men and women
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Pajama party

These three ladies, sporting nightgowns and teddy bear, make a cameo appearance in the Breen-Phillips talent show that was held last night.
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At least 5 marines in USSR recalled

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Marine Corps has recalled at least five of its U.S. embassy guards in Moscow in the past two months since another guard was charged with spying for the Soviets, Pentagon sources said.

The transfers do not involve allegations of espionage, but rather charges that certain military "good conduct" regulations were violated, officials said.

One source, who demanded anonymity, said the recalls had been prompted by allegations that some of the guards had allowed an unauthorized visitor into their barracks.

That report could not be immediately confirmed, however.

The sources were also unable to say precisely how many Marines had been transferred, putting the number at between five and eight.

The sources said the Marines had been transferred to the Quantico Marine Base in northern Virginia pending completion of an "administrative inquiry" that bore no relation to the probe of Sgt. Clayton Lonetree, the former Marine guard who is now being held at Quantico on espionage charges.

What's Next?

A sales career with us!

Appleton Papers is the world's leading producer of carbonless paper and is a nationally renowned coater and finisher of other specialty papers and nonpapers.

On Thursday, February 19, we will be interviewing spring graduates in marketing, business administration and arts and letters professional administration.

Please contact the Career and Placement Services Office for further details.

We invite you to learn more about us during a reception on Wednesday, February 18, 8-10 p.m. in the Alumni Room at the Morris Inn. Refreshments will follow.

APPLETON PAPERS INC.

The sky's the limit

Secretary of State George Shultz testifies before a House appropriations subcommittee on Capitol Hill Wednesday on Star Wars. Shultz has suggested restraint in deploying the space-based defense system.

Scientists find AIDS-like cat virus

Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Researchers have discovered a disease virus in domestic cats that is remarkably similar to the one which causes AIDS in humans, a development they say could make cats an ideal animal model for AIDS research.

Scientists at the University of California at Davis say the new cat virus is genetically distinct from the human AIDS virus, but causes very similar disease in the animals.

Although both disease agents belong to the same unusual sub-family of viruses, called retroviruses, there is no indication the cat virus can infect human beings, they said.

"There is no evidence for cat-to-human or human-to-cat infection," said Niels Pedersen, professor of veterinary medicine and the principal scientist involved in the study.

In a paper to be published Friday in the journal Science, researchers say the new virus is a lentivirus that is distinct from other retroviruses that can infect cats, including feline leukemia virus.

Feline leukemia virus causes diverse cancers and other diseases, including an immune deficiency similar to human AIDS, or acquired immune deficiency syndrome. However, none of the cats infected with the new virus showed evidence of infection by the leukemia virus.

The researchers said the immune disease caused by the new virus closely parallels symptoms seen in the human disease, with infected cats having swollen lymph nodes, severe weight loss, diarrhea, respiratory infections, anemia and numerous parasitic infections.

The new virus, named feline T-lymphotropic lentivirus or FTLV, also targets the same T-lymphocyte white blood cells that are infected by the human AIDS virus, variously known as HTLV-III, LAV or HIV.

Scientists find AIDS-like cat virus

"The Marines are looking into some violations of military regulations," one official said.

"No charges have been filed against anyone yet and nobody is being confined to quarters." Robert Sims, the Pentagon's chief spokesman, declined to discuss the transfers Thursday or say how many men had been moved. But he said none of the moves involved allegations of espionage.

U.S. ambassador Arthur Hartman, in an interview with The Washington Post, said the investigation of Lonetree "had revealed that other things were happening," requiring that several other Marines be sent to the United States.
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Actress Fonda and husband Tom Hayden to visit Poland

Associated Press

Los Angeles - Actress Jane Fonda and her husband, Assemblyman Tom Hayden, will visit Poland this month and meet government officials and opposition leaders, including Lech Walesa, a spokesman said.

They will stay in Warsaw Feb. 22-25, the couple's spokesman, Stephen Rivers, said Wednesday. The visit coincides with a business trip to West Germany, where the actress will do a television promotion for her film "The Morning After," which won her a best actress Academy Award nomination Wednesday.

The couple learned last week that the trip had been approved by the Polish government.

"Although the visit is purely private, it is thought that some meetings will take place outside the private itinerary," the Warsaw Evening Express reported.

Hayden and Miss Fonda denounced Polish officials in 1981, when the government declared martial law in response to a national trade union strike led by Walesa's outlawed Solidarity union.

Hayden, a Santa Monica Democrat, is serving his third term in the state Legislature.

Avanti Motor Corp. seeks car name recognition

Associated Press

CHICAGO - It has been more than two decades since a Studebaker was exhibited at an automobile show, but a tiny remnant of the company is still trying to attract attention.

The New Avanti Motor Corp. display at the Chicago Auto Show '87 this week features the company's $59,900 handmade luxury car, with a television set as standard equipment.

Avanti was sold to two South Bend, Ind., businessmen when Studebaker closed in 1965. Its current owner, Michael Kelly, purchased the company at a bankruptcy sale last April 30.

Avanti is a long way from being a major automobile maker. The company has just 18 dealers across the country, and makes fewer than 300 cars a year.

"Our challenge today is to establish name recognition," said Larry Towne, vice president of sales and marketing. "We're taking things a step at a time because it is very expensive to develop a new car."

Today's Avanti has been substantially redesigned to use General Motors parts from the brakes to the drivetrain, Towne said.

"What this means to our customers is if there is a problem in Podunk, S.D., he can go to any GM dealer and get it repaired."

The Avanti's uniqueness comes from its grilleless, handmade fiberglass body and its all leather interior.

"We want people to consider Avanti as an alternative to Jaguar or Porsche or Corvette," Towne said.

The cheapest Avanti sells for $29,950, while a top-of-the-line, fully-equipped stretch LCS model sells for $59,900, he said.

Avantis are not manufactured until they are sold, and one of the company's goals is to sell and make 1,000 to 1,200 cars, Towne said.
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Protest
Continued from Page 1

protesters who strayed and showing them back into the group. A few of the demonstrators held up signs that read: "Free James Bevel" and "Let Us Go To Israel.

The security agents quickly grabbed them and turned them over to uniformed police. The agents also punched and kicked Western camera crews and reporters who tried to photograph the protest.

Uniformed police officers, normally quick to break up any street violence, did not make a move against the "civilians" who beat up the demonstrators and reporters. Police detained Hartwig Nathe, a correspondent for the West German news agency DPA, for about 45 minutes and confiscated his film. Meanwhile, half a dozen people in civilian clothing photographed and filmed the protest without interference from police.

Begun's wife, Inna, and Tanya Edelshtein, whose husband Yuli is serving a three-month sentence on a drug possession conviction, were among those detained first. Begun's son, Boris, raised a placard saying "Free my father, Josef Begun," and was taken away by six men who punched and slapped him as they walked.

Another group of plainclothesmen scuffled with protesters as Begun was being detained. One of the agents chanted "Jews, Jews" in German. A few passers-by shouted "go back to work" and "stop dirtying our streets.

Gerasimov told reporters he did not see the demonstration, but he said that if there were any violence it was between the policemen and a band of young toughs.

"The authorities did not touch the demonstrators," he said, adding that he regretted the violence.

U.S. ambassador Arthur Hartman told a news conference Thursday the official reaction to the demonstrations was "very unfortunate."

"They should allow some way of expressing complaints people have against the authorities publicly," he said.
Titan delivers payload after two explosions

Associated Press

VANDENBERG air force base, Calif. - The launch of a Titan rocket carrying a classified military payload into polar orbit restores America's ability to send heavy satellites into space, the military said Thursday.

Air Force Secretary Edward Aldridge hailed the launch as "the first major step in the recovery" of the Defense Department space program after the space shuttle Challenger disaster and the explosion of two Titans at Vandenberg.

The Air Force launched a Titan 3B booster carrying a classified payload from its Vandenberg launch center, 150 miles northwest of Los Angeles, late Wednesday.

"Everything worked just fine," said base spokesman Sgt. Virgil Short.

The rocket placed the classified payload into an orbit taking it over the north and south poles. The Air Force declined to discuss the nature of the payload.

One official who spoke on condition of anonymity said the payload was not a weather satellite, suggesting it might have been some type of electronic surveillance satellite.

The launch was the first of any type of Titan booster since the Air Force lost two Titans in 1985 and 1986 at Vandenberg and grounded the fleet. The booster launched Wednesday was also the last of the Titan 3B boosters in inventory.

The Titan 3B is a two-stage, liquid-fueled booster capable of carrying a payload weighing roughly 7,000 pounds into a low polar orbit. Strapping on large solid-fuel boosters transformed the 3B into the much more powerful 3D.

Alaska boy, snow-buried, saved by police canine

Associated Press

ANCHORAGE, Alaska - A 6-year-old boy was recovering Thursday after a road grader buried him for four hours in the snow outside his mother's house, police said.

Joey Mays was semi-conscious when found, suffering from hypothermia, police said.

He was found by a police German shepherd, King.

"It couldn't have been more than 20 feet from the home, and King went straight for it and started digging," said Officer Jack Chapman. "The dog saved that kid; no doubt about it."

Police called neighbors to bring shovels and everyone helped dig.

Neighbors said they remembered seeing a road grader passing through the area earlier in the day, about the time the boy disappeared. Police said they suspected the boy was either pushed over by the grader or had already crawled into a snow cave.
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minor alterations," Dedrick said.

The first women's dorm to be completed, a recent President's newsletter said, will be called the Maria Burke Knott Hall, after the wife of the benefactor.

The benefactors of the second women's dorm are a father and son team by the name of Siegfried, for whom the hall will be named.

Dedrick "apologizes to the residents of the (Planner and Grace) Towers and the Pasquerillas for the inconvenience the fence around building site will cause them."
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Consistency lost in marketing of products

What is television for? Is it to entertain, to educate, to protect, or is it just used to occupy those dull hours we all have? A discussion that I recently had during a public speaking class at IUSB prompted me to think about the purpose of the media, and most especially, about the purpose of commercials.

Gertie Wimmer

private 1
Everybody knows about commercials. Even I, who probably haven’t watched more than 20 hours worth of television in the last 4 years, know what a commercial is. And I know what the purpose of commercials is—to make money for stations to make money to the station. The more money that is made, the more the station programming but also the commercials. For the FCC decides what words can and cannot be said, what actions can be shown, and when.

It is also my understanding (and stop me if I’m wrong) that the FCC passed a ruling on drinking commercials last year. This ruling prohibited an advertiser from showing someone actually drinking on television. One assumes the FCC thinks the public has the responsibility of a newborn if it cannot connect the thoughts—bottle of beer from hand to mouth. Swallow. Showing someone holding the bottle or can in no way inhibits our synapses from making the little leap to the assumption that the beer (or whatever) is in the process of being consumed, whether or not the bottle is currently owned. The FCC also made a ruling years ago about showing smoking commercials on television. Magazines are obviously enough free of this restriction, or we wouldn’t be blessed with all American figures like the Marlboro man and the Virginia Slims woman (picture that royal wedding, would you?)

And again, it may be just me, but I find it intensely ridiculous to do things halfway. If the FCC takes the stand that commercials are supposed to be beneficial to public health—which seems to be what prompted their no-smoking stand—how can they allow drinking commercials, even with closed cans and bottle caps? It seems more sane either to prohibit, or to allow both to use the freedom of the broadcast media to advertise their wares, for public better or worse.

If they say the open beer commercials would encourage drinking, what about the Sara Lee and Pizza Hut commercials that bombard the public during soap operas and late night? Certain these commercials are encouraging obesity and nasty nutritional habits. I guess we’re just not that worried about fat cells, just lung and brain cells. There is no organization called “Mothers Against Fat Drivers,” so nobody thinks this is a problem.

Wrong.

Talk to kindergarten teachers. These people will tell you that children come into class singing the jingles they hear on cartoon TV. More to the point, these kids come to class bouncing off walls because they had some solid sugar cereal their mothers bought them for a raincheck. And they think beer is bad for you, so is smoke, and so is sugar.

I’m not advocating bean sprout and toothpaste commercials 24 hours a day. Admittedly, there is only so much one can say aboutvegetables and plaque, and I personally wouldn’t like to sit through millions of Fresh Like, Green Giant, and hygiene commercials. I just think that whoever does the ruling on what I’m viewing or (not viewing) should be a bit more consistent.

Gertie Wimmer is an English Litera­ture major and a regular Viewpoint columnist.

Reason lacks because of reluctance to talk
Dear Editor,

In response to Joe Murphy’s article on Monday, I might first say that if Murphy would have attended the Sen­ ate meeting when the Observer was dis­ cussed (as he had been invited to do), he might have understood that what the Senate was discussing was not an ad­ visory board under Student Govern­ ment auspices, but independence. Rea­ son did not prevail because he did not want to talk.

The main reason why I even opened up such a discussion was because of the many complaints I have received con­ cerning the Observer. As a representa­ tive of student interests, it is my duty to respond to such complaints. Murphy might ask, “What complaints?” Well, if he did not have a closed-door policy and refuse to discuss things with some people (as I have personally discovered), he would know what com­ plaints I am talking about. In a word, a person associated to the Observer who graduated last year described the situation as “brutal.” Reason did not prevail because he did not want to talk.

Murphy seems to think that people are not going to be philosophically persuaded through the paper. Personally, I have no problem with this. Besides, just look at the raison d’etre which the Obser­ ver has taken in the last year. They congratulated the Fencing team for winning a national championship. They congratulated Fr. “Monk” Malloy on his election to be the next Notre Dame president. They also congratulated the basketball team on beating North Carolina. Are there more than these? Oh yeah, they criticized Switek and Montanaro for not letting them report the first CLC meeting. I could hardly “debate the merits” of these “points” which the Observer made. In fact, I agreed with them. Reason did not prevail because he did not want to talk.

The Observer is an institution at Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s. I respect its independence. Yet, it ad­ ditionally collects $12 from every stu­ dent. True independence entails that the Observer would have to scramble for its own subscriptions. The Observer is thus dependent upon students and what student paper is not. However, do you think that students who have had problems and have faced a closed door would want to continue to subscribe? These, my friends, are the people I am concerned about. I am willing to listen. No matter, a change of guard will occur very soon and hopefully things will im­ prove. Reason did not prevail because he did not want to talk.

John Gardner
Student Senator

Editor’s Note: The Observer also ran a house editorial on the impact of drunk driving following the death of Michael Cogswell.

Doonesbury

Garry Trudeau

Quote of the day
“Love is a fruit in season at all times and within the reach of every hand.”

Mother Teresa
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call Dan at 239-5313.
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CALL 284-5048

FOR SALE

2 ARMCHAIR IN PLYMOUTH M22 5EL: $250

600 MAHOGANY: GRADE A $250

2 SIDE BOARDS IN PLYMOUTH M22 5EL: $200

YOU WILL NOT REGRET CALL 239-5313.

FOR RENT

FURNISHED HOUSE CLOSE TO ND FAL, SEMESTER RATES.

Four bedroom with washer and dryer but no stove 239-4504.

CIRCUS LUNCH

2200 MACCABEE ENTRANCE: 270-9377

Comfortable seats to select by 8 am. 2nd floor is a private room for parties. Call 270-9377.

TICKETS

234-7654

HAPPY 2200 MOJO

CONGRATS on the second Halloween, too!

Dear Karen, Happy Valentines Day and a Beautiful February 14th. I hope you have a good VJ day however, twenty young people are going to get an idea about all these teens. Thanks for everything, and dear Love. John

No Ca with the NO chance its the last week. Though you thought you had a shot faster than normal, but with the one because I'm not. Yes, it's the "命题".

NEED 2 GA FOR DEPAUL GAME.

4055 IF FOUND

FOR SALE
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Sports Briefs

The ND fencing teams send four members each to the Junior Olympic competition in Orlando, Fla. this weekend. Representing the men's team are Joel Clark, Derek Holeman, Tim Collins and Danny Yu. Representing the women are Janice Hyun, Kristen Krakle, Brenda Leiser and Anne Bareda. -The Observer

Late-night aerobics are being held tonight at 11:10 in the ACC Fieldhouse. All are welcome. A 25-cent donation for the Special Olympics is requested. -The Observer

The ND women's soccer club would like all players playing in the Saint Mary's indoor tournament to meet at the Library Auditorium Sunday at 4:30 p.m. Please be on time. -The Observer

Class

continued from page 9

Kate, didn't you try my "Summer of Love" last year? You say "I don't know if you're just a hippie:" go figure. I'll just have to say "I'm a communist," don't let you 'hippie-ize' me, okay? This is cool!

My BIG BRAVE TEEN! I've been thinking about you a lot lately.

Marine "Happy Valentine"

You, too! Jim.

Hey, Tiger. Turn on that Light and Keep Me Happy, Darling.

Laurajane Buncher: Roses are red and violets are blue. I love you, Waldo, for you have 200000 more supporters than I do.

Happy Valentine's Day, Michelle. I've got a date and it's just perfect. I hope you can get a date too before the semester's over. -The Observer

Happy Valentine's Day Bob, George, Georgia, Georgia.

Thank for being so good to me. -The Observer

P.S. Bob, sorry, this is a gay Valentine. P.P.S. I love you.

Happy Valentine's Day to Chuck, Larry. Call me soon.

Bill

This personal message is so much more interesting when it is hand-written (as you did?) I might give it a try, but I'm afraid I don't have the courage to let you know.

Love, Larry

Happy Valentine's Day to Jack. You are the only friend I have left.

Love, Larry

FREE

SOUPLAND BISCUIT

With your choice of the following entrees - Five-iad, French Fries or Rice Pilaf.

Cod Bella Vista Only

$6.95

Prime Rib

$7.95

Rolled with Boiled

$6.95

French Fries

Only

Roast Chicken

$6.95

Available every evening, Feb. 2nd thru Feb. 28th

In Lounge FREE APPETIZERS Mon thru Fri, 4:30 til 6:30 p.m.

300 E. Calhoun at the River

Reservations Accepted

234-4477

USB Student Association Presents

Duke continues from page 16

far as making a contribution of

freely," he said.

Dinners and Royal Voce lead the Irish with 6.3 and 6.2 rebounds in seven of his last nine games, has raised his average to 16.1 points a game.

Royal and Gary Voce lead the Irish with 6.3 and 6.2 rebounds in seven of his last nine games, has raised his average to 16.1 points a game.
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Men's tennis opens spring season; Fallon looks to 'assemble puzzle'

By GREG ANDRES
Sports Writer

With the pieces back, but the puzzle not quite in place, the Notre Dame men's tennis team packs for Wisconsin.

It is this puzzle that Head Coach Tom Fallon has assembled and manipulated for 30 years and 494 tennis victories.

It is this very puzzle that the Warriors of Marquette have been unable to solve in 30 attempts, the first dating back to 1929.

But then again neither has Wisconsin-Oshkosh in seven tries. And only once in seven confrontations and 12 years, has Bradley come away with the spoils.

Each will get another try, but it will most likely be their last.

On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, each squad will get a shot at dethroning Fallon on the second, third and fourth stops on his farewell tour.

The first was at Northwestern, where the Irish were turned, 7-2.

All excuses aside, however, the team representing Irish in Evanston, Ill., was not 'the' team, not 'the' team that Fallon will remember this weekend.

Missing from Fallon's puzzle were the cornerpieces and two other mighty important pieces.

But back are number-one singles player Brian Kalbas and the number-three and five singles players, Tony Kahill and Paul Daggs, each of whom was victimized by injuries and unavailable for action against Northwestern.

As for the pieces being out of place, changes have been made because not all of the players are at 100 percent after some injuries.

Kalbas, recovering from a twisted ankle, will move to third singles. Daggs and Kahill will be limited to doubles action.

Sophomore Tim Carr will make second start at first singles. Dave Reiter moves from fourth to second, freshman Tim Wallace to fourth, captain Dan Walsh to fifth and the lone senior Tom Grier to sixth.

As for the doubles lineup, Carr and Reiter, Class A Eastern Collegiate doubles champs a year ago, will occupy the first slot. Kahill teams with Wallace at second and some combination of Grier, Kalbas and Daggs will play third. Kahill and Kahill teamed with Clark B Eastern Collegiate doubles champions a year ago.

Fallon feels the team has worked hard and, with no further injuries, looks forward to a good weekend. He noted, however, that they must also be aware of the tougher competition that lies a week away at the Notre Dame Quadrangular.

As for the opponents, Fallon does not see too many problems. The Irish beat Marquette, 3-6, 6-4, 7-4. Fallon speaks highly of Wallace and refers to him as a "pleasant surprise, with great potential. He has all the shots and will improve as his confidence, maturity and patience settle in."

As for the opponents, Fallon feels the team has worked hard and, with no further injuries, looks forward to a good weekend. He noted, however, that they must also be aware of the tougher competition that lies a week away at the Notre Dame Quadrangular.

Irish tackle Michigan, prepare for NCAA's

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Sports Writer

Hoping its luck against Michigan schools improves after home losses to Mich­
gian State and Central Mich­igan, the Notre Dame wrest­ling team takes on the University of Michigan on the road tonight.

Having been ranked in the top-20 throughout the year, the Irish will prove to be the toughest of the Michigan schools the 1-4 Irish face this season.

"They're going to be pretty solid," said Head Coach Frank McCann.

"They've gone through "

"They've gone through injuries, but they've been ranked in and out of the top-10 all year." Michigan also features nationally-ranked wrestlers Doug Wyland and John Fisher at 118 and 134 pounds, which should help Irish 20-match winners Andy Raden­baugh and Jerry Duran prepare for the NCAA regional's in the first week of March.

"Right now, we've got our eye on regionals. I an­

"Right now, we've got our eye on regionals. I an­
**Irish face eighth-ranked Tennessee**

By MARTY STRASSEN
Assistant Sports Editor

You might think a 6-14 team riding a two-game losing skid would be frightened when the next team on the schedule is ranked eighth in the country.

When you're Notre Dame women's basketball coach Mary DiStanislao, however, you find a way of seeing those situations as opportunities. The Irish have faced several national powers earlier this season, and they continue looking for that big win which could make a year of troubles all worthwhile when they face Tennessee tomorrow afternoon in Knoxville.

"Even though we haven't beaten one of the real big teams yet, it's still a great thing to have them on the schedule," said freshman Annie Schwartz, who poured in 29 points in Wednesday night's loss to Detroit. "If we win a game like this, it would just make our season." The Lady Volunteers are led by sophomore forward Bridgette Gordon, who averages 16.5 points and 6.8 rebounds per game. Center Raya Hurtin leads Tennessee in boards, pulling down 7.7 a contest against.

The biggest problem in Notre Dame's last two losses (to Detroit, 94-86, and Miami, 62-61) has been its ability, or lack thereof, to handle the press late in the game. The Irish lost leads at the end of both those contests thanks to costly turnovers when the heat was on. And, yes, the Lady Volunteers love to press both full and half-court.

"It's going to be tough," said Schwartz. "If we handle their pressure, I think we should be able to play with them, but if we get sloppy we're going to be in big trouble.

"We've been having problems with the full-court press especially, and Coach (DiStanislao) has been working with us on breaking it. That's something we've been really concentrating on in practice recently."

Schwartz has been a bright spot of late, as she and sophomore forward Heidi Bunek rolled up 29 points apiece against the Lady Titans on Wednesday. Each fell just two points shy of a Notre Dame single-game scoring record set by Trena Keys last season.

"I'm just playing my game," Schwartz said. "It's not that the other players are giving me the ball more or anything, it's just that I've been getting open on our regular offense. When I'm open, I expect to hit the shots."

Bunek leads the Irish in both scoring and rebounding, averaging 14.8 points and 8.9 boards per game. Point guard Mary Gavin, who will be a crucial figure in breaking the Lady Vols' press, leads the North Star Conference in both assists (7.4) and steals (2.7). She has a string of six consecutive double-figure scoring games snapped last weekend against Miami.

Tennessee guard Dondria Toney and the women's basketball team will be shooting for a victory over eighth-ranked Tennessee tomorrow. Marty Strasen has details at right.

**Fans continued from page 15**

alumni and local residents. One letter printed in The South Bend Tribune suggested that Notre Dame students needed better toilet training.

Why should the Athletic Department be worried about the complaints of Notre Dame students blowing off steam at a basketball game? Because if other schools perceive Notre Dame as an ugly place to play, they'll stop coming, and it's that simple.

According to Athletic Director Roger Corrigan and Associate Athletic Director Roger Valdaerri, Dean Smith and North Carolina have indicated that they will never return to Notre Dame again. Another school which has said that is Kentucky. They came five years ago, but only as one-time only after the harsh treatment the Wildcats received here.

"We want to have the best schedule, and play the best teams," said Corrigan. "But if people perceive that Notre Dame is not a class place to play, then they won't come here. It's not worth it. They can play anybody else. Because we're an independent, we need games against the North Carolinas and the Kentuckies."

No one is suggesting that the students sit in the ACC like churchgoers, far from it. All they ask is that they show a little class, which at times was lacking against North Carolina. If Notre Dame is to continue hosting such top-flight teams, fans must prove that. We had the noise level right against the Tar Heels, but not the content.

---

**Nissan**

**NOTRE DAME/ST. MARY'S STUDENT VIP DISCOUNT CARD**

entitles student to a 15% discount on **PARTS-SERVICE-RENTAL CAR**

Rental car discount applies only where your car is in our shop for service work we service all makes and models (please bring coupon)

---

**THE CLUB**

Friday the 13th come test your luck at the Club

All weekend:
Senior Club cup refills 75 cents

---

**Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Film Series**

This week at the Snite:

- **Annie Hall (1977)**
  - Color, 93 minutes, directed by Woody Allen, USA
  - Friday, February 13, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m., Snite

**Point of Order**

- **1964**
  - Dir. John Frankenheimer, in the country, 8 p.m.
  - Two contrasting documentaries. Point of Order is a rousing film record of the televised 1964 Army-McCarthy hearings, illustrating the continuing influence of media on politics. Red Nightmare was made for the U.S. Dept. of Defense by Warner Bros. and depicts (in a dream sequence) the loss of civil liberties that ensues when an ordinary American's community is taken over by communists. Film studies will find many similarities between Point of Order and Days of Night.

---

**Take the Money and Run (1969)**

- Color, 85 minutes, directed by Woody Allen, USA
  - Tuesday, February 17, 7:30 p.m., Snite

Allen writes, directs and acts in this documentary spoof about life of an inept thief. The concept behind the comedy - a satire on film forms - is thought-provoking and prefigures ideas explored in later films.
Freshman right-winger finds mark

**Kuehl adds scoring punch**

**By CHRIS DALLAVO**
Sports Writer

Look out Snoopy, there's a new Cool in town.

He's Tim "Timmy Cool" Kuehl, the high-scoring freshman right winger for the Notre Dame hockey team, and he's here to stay.

Kuehl has been a pleasant surprise this year for Coach Lefty Smith's team, adding some much-needed scoring punch to the injury-riddled squad.

"Timmy has done an extremely good job for us," Smith said. "He has been putting the puck in the net, which is something we really need, especially with all of the injuries we've been having."

Kuehl grew accustomed to scoring a lot of points in high school, but not even he expected to get off to such a fast start.

"The puck has been going into the net for me," Kuehl noted. "I've been in a little bit of a slump lately, but the early scoring was definitely a surprise—a welcome surprise."

Kuehl, a part of the "Cake-eater Connection" from Edina, Minn., likes the offensive end of the ice. He has been especially effective on the Irish power play, leading the team with six goals.

"One of the better things I do is put the puck in the goal, not pound someone into the boards," he said. "I have the chance to get a lot of shots off with the man advantage, so I really like the power play. I want to score."

Kuehl is a member of the Fellowship of Christian Athletes, something which has helped him both on and off the ice. "It is centered around sports," he mentioned, "but it is open to everyone. I have learned a lot about my faith through the FCA."

A three-sport letterman at Edina High School, Kuehl has decided to concentrate on hockey at Notre Dame. "Hockey is such a long season that it is best to devote myself to one sport," he noted. "With studying, there isn't time to do much else. Besides, the golf courses aren't too great around here."

Looking towards this weekend's games at Michigan-Dearborn, both Smith and Kuehl feel that the many injuries will affect the play of the Irish.

"Our team centers around Mike McNeil, so hopefully he will be able to play," Kuehl added. "Losing him would really hurt us."

"We have so many guys hurt that we've had to shuffle players around," Smith commented. "Some of them (the injured players) are coming back, though, and hopefully they'll put the puck in the net for us."

"These games are very important. If we win them both, we'll be in first place in the conference, and our fate will be in our own hands. We've had an excellent work of progress, so we're ready to get 'em."

Track heads for Central Collegiate

**By MOLLY MAHONEY**
Sports Writer

The New York connection will depart today for Ypsilanti, Mich., expecting to arrive ahead of schedule, and ahead of the rest of the pack at the Central Collegiate Conference Indoor Championships this weekend.

This connection is not the latest in transportation, but it will be essential if Notre Dame is to be transported to victory over 25 other schools in the meet.

Notre Dame's distance crew, called the New York connection because the members all hail from the East Coast, hopes to carry on the tradition of strong distance teams at Notre Dame.

"The East Coast consistently produces strong indoor track runners because the sport is much bigger out there compared to other areas of the country," said Head Coach Joe Plane.

Notre Dame has seven runners from New York on its distance crew, including freshmen Mike Rogan (Congers) and Mike O'Connor (Brightwater). This duo finished one-two in the mile in a meet against Michigan State earlier this season.

"We're a strong, young team, but being young isn't necessarily bad if we continue to do well," said O'Connor.

O'Connor and senior co-captain Jeff Van Wie (Suffern) own the top-two times for the Irish in the 1,000-yard run. Van Wie also owns a time of 1:55.9 in the 880 yards, second only to junior Paul DuVair's time (Chappaqua) of 1:55.6. Van Wie then combines with sophomore David Warth (Rochester) in the two-mile relay.

Two more New Yorkers, junior Dan Garrett (Clarence Center) and sophomore Ron Markezich (Williamsville), own the top-two times in the mile.
Olympic Schedule of Events

8:10 p.m.
Pre-Late Night Aerobics - Fieldhouse

9:00 p.m.
Official Opening of the Village
Inernetube Water Polo Tournament - Rolfs
Obstacle Course Relay - Fieldhouse
Open Skating - Ice Rink (50 cents)

Indoor Soccer Tournament - Gyms 1 and 2
Volleyball Tournament - Fieldhouse
Water Lacrosse Tournament - Rolfs
Racquetball Tournament - All courts
Nerf Football Tournament - Arena

9:30 p.m.
Men's Halfcourt Basketball - Pit and Gym 4

10:00 p.m.
Women's Halfcourt Basketball - Pit and Gym 4
Broomball Tournament - Ice Rink
Whiffle Ball Tournament - Arena

11:00 p.m.
Relay on Ice - Ice Rink
Stanford Arm Wrestling Finals - Concourse

Volleyball Tournament - Fieldhouse

Open Skating - Ice Rink

Village Cafe

Late Night Olympics ready to go

Special to The Observer

Even this afternoon, hours before the event actually gets under way, Non-Varsity Athletics' first annual Late Night Olympics is beginning to look like a success.

And from 9 p.m. to 4 a.m. at the ACC, Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students will be able to reap the benefits of months of work on the part of the NVA, in this St. Valentine's Day weekend event.

"Needless to say, we're very pleased at the turnout," said Assistant Director of Non-Varsity Athletics Sally Derengoski.

Almost 200 teams and better than 1,000 participants are expected to take part in tonight's activities, from which proceeds will go to benefit the 1987 Summer Special Olympics in South Bend. "I think the response matches the amount of work that has gone into putting the event together," Derengoski said.

And the rest of the NVA staff have been organizing the Olympics since late October, and tonight the work pays off. Dorm pairings have pitted co-ed teams against each other in a number of athletic events, and in addition, some "Non-Quite-SO-Olympic" events will run all evening at the ACC.

"There has really been a tremendous effort on the part of so many groups of people," Derengoski said. "The building people have been just tremendous in giving us the entire ACC for the night at no cost. "A lot of the teams and clubs will be handling different events as well as our staff here at NVA, and we just couldn't ask for better support. That's very important if we're going to turn this into a successful event year after year."

No hall events (STV's, fomals, etc.) were scheduled for tonight, and Derengoski said that is a major reason for the successful early support.

"That was a big boost," she said. "It's been hectic to organize, and now I'm hoping to just kick back and enjoy what we've done.

Bird says drugs are here for good

Associated Press

LARRY BIRD, the Boston Celtics' star player and a leading supporter of the NBA's anti-drug policy, says the league will never be free of drugs.

"There are always some guys you can't control, but if you can help a few, it's worth it," Bird said. "But believing there can be a drug-free league is just naive."

It is Bird's belief that despite the NBA's anti-drug policy, there are probably some players who are so drug dependent that no amount of education or penalties will help them. On Jan. 13, Mitchell Wiggins and Lewis Lloyd, both of the Houston Rockets, were permanently suspended by the NBA for cocaine use. Mickeal Ray Richardson and John Drew had received similar penalties a year earlier.

Sponsors by SMC Student Government

---

Tom Cruise: TOP GUN

Carroll Auditorium

only $2

Sat. 2/14 7:30, 10pm

---

Tom Cruise: TOP GUN
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Bloom County

Beer Nuts

Mark Williams

Dinner Menus

Notre Dame

Honey Glazed Ham 
Spanakopita 
Jitter Fried Perch 
Pepperocini Cheese Grinder

The Daily Crossword

The Wizard of Oz
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Holtz is pleased in filling all spots, looks forward to spring practices

Today marks the second of a two-part interview with Notre Dame football coach Lou Holtz. Conducted Wednesday after 39 high school seniors had signed national letters-of-intent to play for the Irish. In today’s segment, Dennis Corrigan and Marty Burns of The Observer sports staff talk with Holtz about how this year’s recruiting class fits in as the Irish get ready for spring practice.

Q: Coach, how well did this recruiting class fill the particular needs in terms of specific positions?

A: “I’ve never been involved with a year that gave us as wide a base as this year’s class appears to do. You can’t win with-out talent, but it’s a question of how well they all fit together and blend in for the welfare of the team, and how well they come a team.

“We felt we had quite a few question marks going into this year. There wasn’t one position that we really didn’t feel needed some help. We really did believe that we would be able to satisfy those needs on paper. But I once again must emphasize that it’s on paper. As well as this year turned out usually if you have a need it’s at two or three places and you just bring in a lot of them and count on numbers. But we felt we needed a balanced class, which made it very difficult. To end up with 30 is particularly pleasing. But I think it gives us a good base. And I’ve always said this: You’ve got to look at two recruiting classes together (to judge fairly). I think they have the nucleus to be part of a very good team because they’re good people and they came here for the right reasons. But once again, I think the biggest mistake one could make would be to jump to conclusions just because of the signing date.

Q: Do you think anyone will have an immediate impact?

A: “There will be several that will have a major impact this year because of the needs we have. If you recall football before last year, we had an exceptional year, and yet we lettered nine freshmen out of that class out of need. We still have a need. After this year you can look at almost every position and there are some people that have excellent potential at every position, and yet we have a need at virtually every position.

“Perhaps some of our younger players are going to develop in the spring. Perhaps the need in the fall may not be as great as it appears to be at this time. They will be given the opportunity to come in. How successful we’re going to be this year is going to be dependant to a large extent on how well the freshmen handle the academic, big-time athletics and how well we all come together as a team.”

Q: Will Proposition 48 be a factor this year?

A: “I don’t believe that there will be a single athlete that doesn’t qualify under proposition 48. They’re good students, good people. They come highly-recruited and highly-regarded.”

Q: What are your plans between now and the beginning of spring practice?

A: “As far as the coaching staff has to do now that recruiting is over we’ll start evaluating and analyzing what we’ve got to go into recruiting next year. The players are in the winter program workouts getting ready for the spring. We want to go into spring practice and improve as much as we possibly can. The coaches will take a couple of days off then but we’ll be back in it going into spring ball.”

Q: Speaking of coaches, have you thought about a replacement for (departed backfield coach) Mike Block?

A: “As far as the coaching staff was concerned, when that happened at 1 p.m. yesterday, we weren’t going to give it a second thought until Feb. 12 at the earliest. We were going to pick up the pieces and continue recruiting, which was of paramount importance, and evaluate it at that time. I have not even, and I say it sincerely, given it a thought. I said we’d worry about that at the proper time. If you’re in the60s and mid-70s these coaches aren’t cheap. We’re not going to look to see where the outfit is going to be for the season. We’re not in calmer waters, and tomorrow we’ll start looking.”

Q: Where will the emphasis be this year?

A: “I think we still want to improve everybody. But last year, I think we had people end
ND/SMC volunteers teach students that learning can be fun

MATT HYLAND
features writer

A yearround Valentine from the heart

The program received its initial support from federal grants. At that time the program was serving only 12 to 15 children in a single church room. This year, approximately 200 Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students are tutoring 300 to 350 neighborhood children at 14 centers. NSHP reluctantly turned down service to three community centers because it was impossible to schedule transportation.

From the beginning, NSHP's federal funds were continually threatened to be cut off. In 1967 the federal anti-poverty budget was cut, forcing it to drop funding for NSHP. The program continued to operate with funds provided on a month-to-month basis by St. Joseph County's war on poverty agency, ACTP/MI, Inc.

When these funds were lost, the Notre Dame faculty raised more than $8,000 through the efforts of Professor William V. D'Antonio, Professor Richard A. LaManna, and Associate Professor Edward Manier of the University's philosophy department. This money helped the program survive until it received $25,000 from the Rockefeller Foundation in New York City. Before the Rockefeller grant, the program was struggling to stay alive.

Today the program is funded solely through Notre Dame and Saint Mary's activities fee grants, Notre Dame Campus Ministry, and revenues from ticket sales for the annual charity basketball game. Its total budget for this year is more than $60,000.

These funds are used for purchasing educational materials, supplies, and promotions. The largest expense crucial to the program's existence is transportation. In the past students were transported to the tutoring centers on city school buses. This mode of transportation, however, became too expensive for the program. Now NSHP owns two vans.

In exchange for gas and maintenance, NSHP allows the use of the vehicles to all other community service groups operating out of the Center for Social Concerns. Twenty-eight service groups have free access to the NSHP vans.

The NSHP is unlike other service groups because it is incorporated and has its own board of directors. The board consists of adults from Notre Dame, Saint Mary's, and the South Bend schools and community. "The role of the board is to provide year by year continuity," says James A. Roemer, director of community relations for Notre Dame and a NSHP board member. The board can handle problems with neighborhood centers due to its familiarity with all of the centers and the program in general. He adds that, as far as he knows, Notre Dame is the only college with a community service group.

see NSHP, page 2

A shelter for friends

MARK DICKINSON
features writer

How do the homeless cope with winter in South Bend?

Father John Wilson and Reverend Bert Harrison discussed this question in 1981, and decided the homeless face a threat of freezing to death. Harrison voiced his concern to the United Religious Community of St. Joseph County and on November 1, 1984, the URC opened the Shelter for the Homeless.

The shelter is a "place where anyone who wants to can come in and sleep at night," says Gene Foust, one of the on-site supervisors. Nightly from Nov. 1 to April 15 each winter, approximately 20-25 homeless people accept the offer, he says.

The Shelter for the Homeless, which is located on South Michigan St. in the basement of Maranatha Temple, opens at 10:30 p.m., after an on-site supervisor explains the rules. On this particular Monday night, four men in their mid-twenties await the instructions.

Foust tells the men to leave their weapons, drugs and alcohol behind.

see SHELTER, page 2

Student volunteer Julie Maler serves coffee to guest Jim Newman.
Shelter continued from page 1

Juanita Foust, a team captain, admits that the 11 p.m. curfew nightly are tolerated at the sleeping area before a meal of fee, juice, and donuts is made. The formalities accomplished, Foust enthusiastically invites the men inside.

At 11 p.m., the shelter is locked up tight and the crowd of 19 guests prepares for the 11:15 p.m. light out. Juanita Foust, a team captain, admits that the 11 p.m. curfew has been extended in the past. Foust maintains that "rules are made to bend," she says.

The guests are awakened at 6 a.m. and clear up the sleeping area before a meal of coffee, juice, and donuts is served. As the number of people increases, some socialize, some take showers, but most collapse onto their blankets by 1:30.

The idea of a shelter did not happen to pick Notre Dame. The group of four to six volunteers who become involved with the shelter are not only providing a place for homeless people to stay, but are also facilitating a bond between the Notre Dame student and the child in the community, says Pigott. "Through this relationship the Notre Dame student functions as a positive role model, "

At 11:15 p.m. light out. Volunteers sleep in the basement as a shelter. She welcomes the guests "enjoy listening to students."

The Shelter for the Homeless relies on donations and occasional grants for its operation. Notre Dame, Saint Mary's, and Memorial Hospital provide blankets. Dunkin Donuts offers extra donuts. The rest of the food and money comes from local citizen contributions.

The idea of a shelter did not gain immediate acceptance in South Bend. The United Religious Community approved the project but there was no money for the shelter.

A local church agreed to loan space, but neighbors complained and wouldn't allow it. Then one day Harrison wadered into the Maranatha Temple and asked Reverend Shirley Reamer if he could use the basement as a shelter. She said the shelter fit into her church's ministry and was a "God Send."

The Wally Byam Caravan Club International donated $6000 to start the shelter from collections the group look at a two-week rally they held at Notre Dame. The group of students and board members happened to pick Notre Dame for its annual rally at a time when the shelter needed money.

The UTC, which is an organization of local congregations that addresses social problems, continues to run the shelter.

Volunteer at the Shelter for the Homeless keep a nightly log of their thought and experiences at the shelter. One volunteer writes, "I'm here to face reality. The reality that the world is not as well off as I am." Another writes, "It's definitely an awakening placing actual faces to these stories of homeless people." Finally, one writes "It's good to remember that people actually do exist that have no home, that have no where to go, often after a long day of going nowhere."

Gene Foust feels anyone interested in volunteering at the Shelter for the Homeless can call the UTC at 262-2397 until 5 p.m.
Love stinks.

MIKE NAUGHTON features writer

Love stinks. Valentine's day is a farce. Romeo and Juliet were a couple of idiots. Cupid should be strung up by his nasty little arrows to closely examine himself with what he's doing. The girl can't remember what she's doing. As a result of her delusions, Miss I-doubled-foodies'-income-last-year becomes his "little darling". Mr. I-don't-speak-much-because-language-is-beyond-my-intelligence-level becomes her "shy warrior".

Not only are lovers blind to each other, they are blind to the rest of the world as well. The girl can't remember what dorm she lives in because she spends all day in her lover's room. He, for his part, has forgotten how to act like a guy; he won't use crude language, he refuses to offend girls, and even forgets how to make little farting sounds with his hands while picking his nose with his thumb. All that he wants to do is learn how to cook and write sonnets.

As time goes by the situation gets worse; he runs around looking for pedestals while she breaks into a sweat every time she sees a China set. Neither refuses to offend girls, and both men and women operate with fear and pain. Not only are lovers blind to each other, they are blind to the rest of the world as well.

Fortunately, at this point they can look forward to soon falling in love with someone new...

That, my friends, is why love stinks.

I know that there are probably a lot of deluded love-sick puppies out there who won't like to taste this reality. If you have been offended by anything that I have said, please feel free to send me hate mail, letter bombs, or angry letters. But please keep your valentines to yourself.

LEGAL AID offers

Free legal counseling to all N.D. students, faculty & staff. Call 239-7795 or visit downstairs N.D. Law School

LODOS ANGELES - "The Six Million Dollar Man" and "The Bionic Woman" are making a movie for NBC.

Lee Majors and Lindsay Wagner are returning in their roles, as is Richard Anderson as the characters' boss, Oscar.

Majors played in "The Six Million Dollar Man" on ABC from 1974-78. Wagner, who won an Emmy for her role, was "The Bionic Woman" on ABC from 1976-78.

The name of the movie? "The Return of the Six Million Dollar Man and the Bionic Woman."
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Paul Oeschger
Of sins, sons, and the sexual revolution

PAGE eight of Wednesday's Observer had an interesting group of stories. Under the picture of a nun lecturing on religion which was captioned "Faith and Prayer," appeared an article on the Surgeon General titled: "Koop favors TV ads for condoms." Next to the picture was another headline: "Some women get abortions if not happy with child's sex." Still a third article carried the caption: "Generation gap exaggerated says association of retired.

Father Robert Griffin
Letters to a Lonely God

I'm not going to comment on the possibility of a gap between the college generation and my own. I'm out of step with a lot of folks these days. I'm not too old to know what a condom is. In the big public high school I attended as a Protestant kid in the early 1940s, we knew quite a lot about sex and condoms. The disease we worried about was syphilis -- then considered incurable-- and dangerous of the brain.

World War II was raging, and the town was used as a naval base. 50,000 sailors nearly doubled the population of that New England port of call. Some of the high school girls dated the sailors, and a number of them lived to regret it.

Sexuality kept none of its secrets from us; none of us were looking for hiding places from the stark realism of the real world. I'm not apologizing for being a conservative old fart critical of the Surgeon General's recommendation to Congress. Why can't he see that the sexual revolution is killing us? Last night's newscast showed a scene from a prime time situation comedy: good old Valerie discovers her 17-year-old son has just bought condoms for a date with his girlfriend. Valerie is shocked; her ritual protestations have the sound of Tenny and Queen in Fiddler: "Is this the little girl I carried? Is this the little boy at prayer? Why didn't I see them getting older?" Her final words are those of Mom as a real great sport. "It's okay. You're a responsible son.

At this point, in my day, Mickey Rooney as young Andy Hardy would have had a heart-to-heart talk with his wise father, the judge. The bottom line today is "Safe Sex." The parent who gives his or her grudging approval to a teenager having sex as long as he promises to use a condom is like the parent allowing a ten-year-old to take the family car as long as he promises not to drink while driving. Drunk or sober, a ten-year-old shouldn't be behind the wheel of a motorized vehicle. In a better world, teenagers shouldn't be left alone with the idea they are ready for a sex life as long as it's safe. That's the message which will be appearing along side the Coke ads on the tube if the Surgeon General insists on fighting fire with fire.

Every generation has a problem raising the children to cope with the morality of the war years left them old before their time. The casualty list of the sexual revolution could make you wonder if there's a providential God. Over 1,000,000 unwanted pregnancies a year, they say, occur among unmarried couples under twenty. The 18,000,000 abortions haven't been able to wipe out the pregnancies fast enough. In addition, we now have deadly taints in the bloodstream; terror lies ahead of us like the Black Death.

What is the cure? More to the point, what is the problem? Part of the problem is that we've given the kids front-row seats to a sexual revolution; they've seen by themselves that "no" is an obsolete word, unless you're refusing a nerd. An old ballad complained: "They try to tell us we're too young, we're not too young at all." That song was on the charts back when the parents of today's teenagers were teenagers, long before the Woodstock Generation. What legacy of innocence and lost childhood does the Woodstock Generation have to pass on to the newborns? Original sin hangs in the air like nuclear radiation. The Bible warns: "The sins of the parents are visited upon the children unto the third and fourth generation. Those who sow the wind reap the whirlwind. Have the 18,000,000 women having abortions learned anything that by now should have coalesced into folk wisdom, which could serve as a warning about looking at the consequences before leaping onto the horns of dilemma?"

I'm not an embittered old poop lashing out at the permissivity society; it takes a lot to shock me. I want the same thing that the Surgeon General wants: a chance for our kids to grow up gracefully in a world free of war. If only condoms could really protect the experiment. But what is the wisdom of plunging deeper into the sexual revolution? Abortion was supposed to take some of the heartbreak out of society. Now a woman can use abortion as a way of shopping for a baby that meets predetermined specifications, and the abortion mills have become a lucrative industry. The condom manufacturers want to use prime time for their hustling, their cynical reasoning being: "Americans know in their hearts that religion has failed. The use of condoms is now the new morality." Eventually, we'll probably discover that condoms backfire on the users. Recycled condoms could become a new source of infection.

Non-smokers keeping the smoking ads off the air; non-drinkers keep the hard liquor ads off the air. The Surgeon General, though so vigorously campaigning against smoking, wants to see condoms advertised. The question is why? Smokers know where they can get cigarettes; drinkers know where booze is marketed. The condoms are for sale at the drugstore. You can get them without a prescription, even second-graders know that. The Marlboro man is a nebulous compared to the model, seen in the early ads, who confides how she relies on the protectioniveness of Trojans that she picks out herself.

A sickness is killing us; and it is not AIDS. What's killing us is that we're so sophisticated. As adults, we enjoy the permissiveness and freedom. The divorce rate is up; the newspapers are full of fast-breaking scandals. We shrug our shoulders, live and let live. Maybe the country is better off, we chuckle, now that we can watch pornography on the home screen and Dr. Ruth is there to assure us sexuality isn't holy.

We forget how the sins of the parents affect the children. Maybe we don't have to worry about the third and fourth generations. Maybe radiation, cholesterol, AIDS and syphilis will turn out to be just as deadly as the prophets of gloom said they would be.

SBP DEBATE
Sunday, 15 February
Library Auditorium
7-9 pm